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HEADING FOR
THE HILLS.

The MINI Countryman loves the city, but
it’s also partial to the occasional change
of scenery. If you feel the same way, then
this compact crossover was made for you.

REACHES THE PLACES
THAT ORDINARY CARS CAN’T.

Easy to recognise even when it’s only half visible, the unique roof
styling is the calling card of a car that is a true leader in its field.

Expand your horizons. With its powerful output and fuel-sipping nature,
the MINI Countryman is not just eco-friendly, it’s driver-friendly too.

MORE MILES PER GALLON.

IF IT COMES OFF THE ROAD,
IT’S ONLY BECAUSE IT WANTS TO.

It takes a lot to knock the MINI Countryman off its stride. But if anything does
happen, a range of safety features will kick in faster than you can say “Oops”.

When the road ends, the fun begins. With ALL4 all-wheel drive, the
MINI Countryman can take you places you’ve never even dreamed of.

HELLO DEER.

OUTSTANDING ROAD-HOLDING.
EVEN WHEN THERE’S NO ROAD TO HOLD.

Powerful engines, outstanding
grip and the legendary go-kart
feeling turn every journey into
an experience to savour. You’ll
want to test its handling at every
opportunity – even if there aren’t
actually any corners.

The interior of the MINI Countryman offers
lots of space – and even more options. It’s
got all the features you can think of, and a
wealth of design details you wouldn’t. So it’s
always exciting, even when it’s not moving.

STRIKINGLY
DIFFERENT.
INSTANTLY
FAMILIAR.
UNMISTAKABLY
MINI.

Freedom of movement in all five seats, and a flexible layout for maximum
luggage capacity mean there’s room for all your big plans. And for the things
you can’t plan for.

FIVE GO WILD IN THE CITY.

As many right answers
as there are drivers.

There’s a MINI Countryman to
suit everyone, the big question
is, which one is for you? Every
model is available in front-wheel
drive from the frugal MINI One D
to the responsive MINI Cooper S.
For freedom to explore the wider
world there’s the MINI Cooper D
ALL4 or Cooper S ALL4 models
fitted with all-wheel drive.
Decisions, decisions, decisions.

MINIMALISM: less really is more.
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MINIMALISM is all about getting more from less. A combination of technologies work together
to minimise frictional inefficiencies while recapturing energy that would otherwise go to waste.
Sounds technical, but you don’t need to be an engineer to appreciate the benefits. That’s because
all these complex energy management systems deliver one simple result: more miles from less fuel.

1. AUTOMATIC START/STOP FUNCTION.
When the MINI stops, so does the engine.
Press the clutch, and it starts again. Simple
but effective. For models with manual
gearbox only.

4. FULLY VARIABLE VALVE TIMING.
The fully variable valve timing adjusts intake
valve lift to satisfy the engine’s needs. You don’t
need to know why this saves you fuel, you just
need to know it does.
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2. SHIFT POINT DISPLAY.
Timing is everything. With the Shift Point
Display, you’ll always time your gear changes
to perfection making driving more exhilarating
and more economical. For models with manual
gearbox only.

5. COMMON-RAIL TECHNOLOGY.
Consistent high-pressure injection and multiple
pre-injections ensure the diesel enters the
cylinder as a fine mist, which makes the engine
run more quietly and improves both output and
fuel economy.

3. BRAKE ENERGY REGENERATION.
Who brakes wins. Whenever you brake or take
your foot off the gas, the kinetic energy of the
MINI is converted into electricity and used to
charge the battery.

MINIMALISM ANALYSER.1
This new option uses your iPhone (not supplied) to provide visual prompts while you are
on the move to help you drive even more fuel-efficiently. At the end of your journey, you can
use the MINI Connected app to carry out a detailed analysis of your driving style and identify
ways to improve it. Great fun for you and good news for the environment. In other words, it‘s
MINIMALISM to the max.
1

Expected to be available from the fourth quarter of 2010.
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4 IS THE MAGIC NUMBER.

4 doors. Four generously sized doors make it easier to get into the
MINI Countryman’s five seats. Getting out is a bit harder, but that’s
emotional rather than physical.
4 metres. At just over four metres in length, the MINI Countryman is big
inside and out. Stretch out in the interior, and you’ll know right away where
every one of those extra centimetres has gone.
4-Wheel Drive. The MINI Cooper D ALL4 and Cooper S ALL4 feature
all-wheel drive providing you with that extra level of security and enabling
you to head off the beaten track.
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LEAVE BOREDOM BEHIND.
AND PICK UP ADMIRING GLANCES ON THE WAY.

Light alloy wheels blend seamlessly
into the overall design, and are
available in a variety of styles and
sizes up to 18 inches.

The rear lights with their stylish
chrome edging contribute to the
distinctive MINI look of the rear.

Vehicles fitted with ALL4 all-wheel
drive feature unique model designation
on the front doors.
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The distinctive roof seems to float above the glass areas.
Roof rails are fitted as standard.

The White direction indicator lights
have an eye-catching new design.

Uncompromising flexibility.
Why should the designers have all the fun? With the MINI Countryman, everyone can get creative.
The unique MINI Centre Rail lets you organise your storage so that all your stuff is right where you need it, right now.

Vehicle shown fitted with optional four seat configuration.

The cockpit of the MINI Countryman is a striking and highly ergonomic
reinterpretation of a classic design, ensuring the interior delivers on the
promise of the outside.
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The characteristic elliptical ring now extends over two doors. Multi-adjustable
seats ensure outstanding comfort on even the longest of journeys.

MINI Connected1:
THE WEB IS YOUR OYSTER.
Welcome to the communication age. Now there’s a new
app packed with intelligent functions that connect you,
your MINI and the wider world: MINI Connected brings
the limitless possibilities of online infotainment direct to
you in your MINI.
Revolutionising the way your car interacts with the
Internet, MINI Connected adds a whole new
dimension to on-board communications. It can be
intuitively operated with the monitor in the centre
of the dashboard serving as a stylish display for your
user interface.

Innovative features such as Dynamic Music, integrated
Twitter support and Google Local Search really enhance
your in-car experience. And then there is the Web radio
function, which lets you access a galaxy of online broadcasters via your iPhone (not supplied) while you’re on
the road. MINI Connected brings the digital revolution
to the cockpit of your new MINI.
1

Broadband mobile Internet access required. Costs resulting from this (e.g. data roaming)
will be payable as specified in the contract with your network provider. App available free
of charge from the device manufacturer’s app store (subject to national restrictions). Full
range of functionalities available from the last quarter of 2010. Updates available at no
cost, but expansion packs may require payment. For details of device compatibility and
more information, visit MINI.com/connectivity.
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GOES PERFECTLY WITH MUD, SAND AND GRAVEL.

EXTERIOR COLOURS.

NON-METALLIC COLOURS.

A wide range of exclusive metallic and non-metallic paint
colours are available for your MINI Countryman. Give your
MINI the personal touch by combining different colour
options for the roof, exterior mirror caps and wheels.





MINI One/D Countryman:
• Roof in Body Colour and exterior mirror caps in Matt Black.


MINI Cooper/D Countryman/
MINI Cooper S Countryman:
• Roof and exterior mirror caps in Body Colour.
• Roof and exterior mirror caps in Black.
• Roof and exterior mirror caps in White.
Depending on the model and the wheel design chosen,
wheels are available in up to four different colours.




b15
Light White

b16
Pure Red

metallic COLOURS.

B26
Oxford Green 1

1

Expected to be available from fourth quarter of 2010.












b12
Crystal Silver 1

As standard on

 MINI One/D Countryman

Optional on

 MINI One/D Countryman

 MINI Cooper/D Countryman

 MINI Cooper/D Countryman

 MINI Cooper S Countryman

 MINI Cooper S Countryman



















b17
Bright Yellow 1

b19
Light Coffee

b18
Surf Blue 1
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b14
True Blue





















b11
Absolute Black

a48
Royal Grey

b13
Cosmic Blue

Seats to suit all tastes.
Upholstery and seats.
Your seat, your rules: choose from a variety of cloth, leather and cloth/leather combination upholsteries, all with colour-coordinated interiors.

Cosmos cloth 1
ape1 Carbon Black


Diagonal Track cloth 2
bbe1 Carbon Black


Parallel Lines cloth/leather 2
fsgz Carbon Black/Light Tobacco


Interior world
Dark Tobacco

Interior world
Dark Tobacco

Gravity leather 2, 4
t6e1 Carbon Black


1

Gravity leather 2, 4
t6GW Polar Beige


Lounge leather 3, 4
t9e1 Carbon Black


Interior world
Carbon Black

Interior world
Polar Beige

Interior world
Carbon Black

Interior world
Dark Tobacco

Interior world
Carbon Black

Interior world
Polar Beige

Only for standard seat.

Interior world
Carbon Black

Interior world
Carbon Black

Interior world
Carbon Black

Interior world
Carbon Black

Parallel Lines cloth/leather 2
fsgy Carbon Black/Pure Red


2

Only for sports seat.

3

Only for sports seat with piping.

4

Lounge leather 3, 4
t9gx Light Coffee


Leather upholstery includes seats (base and backrest), and front and rear headrests.

Interior world
Carbon Black

As standard on

 MINI One/D Countryman

Optional on

 MINI One/D Countryman

 MINI Cooper/D Countryman

 MINI Cooper/D Countryman

 MINI Cooper S Countryman

 MINI Cooper S Countryman

INTERIOR AND COCKPIT SURFACES.
A choice of different interior surface finishes for the downtubes of the centre console and elliptical door rings is available on all models. There is also the
option of applying a matching finish to the dashboard trim (decorative inlays in the dashboard).

4db
Dark Silver


Dark Anthracite


4bd
Piano Black
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COLOUR LINE.
The inside of the elliptical door rings and the decorative insert in the MINI Centre Rail are available in the Colour Line colours of Carbon Black, Polar Beige,
Dark Tobacco, Pure Red or – on the MINI Cooper S Countryman only - Surf Blue. To ensure a harmonious overall effect, the choice of Colour Line colours available
depends on the colours chosen for the interior and upholstery.

4C1
Carbon Black


4c4
Dark Tobacco


4c2
Polar Beige


4C5
Pure Red


4c6
Surf Blue


Keep it MINI.

original mini accessories.1
Original MINI Accessories offer an almost infinite variety
of options. Each individual accessory has been specially
designed and styled for use in the MINI Countryman and
tested to meet the highest standards. For the exterior of
your MINI Countryman, there’s a huge selection of musthave components such as the striking off-road Styling Pack
along with vibrant designs for the exterior mirror caps,

rear-view mirror housing and roof. Bold bonnet stripes also
reflect the car’s dynamic personality. Inside, there are practical
features such as child seats that offer optimum safety for
smaller passengers, the Rail-Box for the MINI Centre Rail
and a choice of floor mats. For longer trips, there is an array
of flexible luggage solutions and accessories. Whatever you’re
looking for, you’ll find it here.

Keep it Wild.
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John Cooper Works Tuning.1
John Cooper Works tuning delivers a true racetrack
experience. The striking Aerodynamic Pack comprises
front and rear bumpers, and side skirts in body colour
with racing-style ventilation openings, while a diffuser
in the rear bumper increases downforce. The effect
is completed by the large exhaust tailpipe finishers
in chrome. Exterior mirror caps and sport stripes in

Chili Red further enhance the racy look, as do the
attention-grabbing 19-inch Double Spoke R129
light alloy wheels with run-flat tyres. Inside too,
John Cooper Works components create a race car
ambience, with options such as additional instruments
and a sports steering wheel in alcantara or leather.

1

For more information, visit MINI.co.uk/accessories.

technical data.

Mini onE
CountryMan

Mini onE D
CountryMan

Mini CooPEr
CountryMan

Mini
CooPEr D
CountryMan

Mini
Mini
CooPEr D all4 CooPEr S
CountryMan CountryMan

Mini
CooPEr S all4
CountryMan

1598
98 (72) /
6000
153/
3000

1598
90 (66) /
4000
215/
1750 –2500

1598
122 (90) /
6000
160/
4250

1598
112 (82) /
4000
270/
1750 –2250

1598
112 (82) /
4000
270/
1750 –2250

1598
184 (135) /
5500
240 (260)3/
1600-5000

1598
184 (135) /
5500
240 (260)3/
1600-5000

106 / 170

118 / 190
[113 / 182]
10.5 [11.6]

115 / 185

112 / 180

sec

107 / 173
[104 / 168]
11.9 [13.9]

10.9

11.6

134 / 215
[130 / 210]
7.6 [7.9]

130 / 210
[127 / 205]
7.9 [8.3]

mpg /
l/100 km
mpg /
l/100 km
mpg /
l/100 km
g/km

38.2 / 7.4
[30.4 / 9.3]
54.3 / 5.2
[47.1 / 6.0]
47.1 / 6.0
[39.2 / 7.2]
139 [168]

60.1 / 4.7

38.2 / 7.4
[30.4 / 9.3]
54.3 / 5.2
[47.1 / 6.0]
47.1 / 6.0
[39.2 / 7.2]
140 [168|

60.1 / 4.7

53.3 / 5.3

67.3 / 4.2

60.1 / 4.7

64.2 / 4.4

57.6 / 4.9

115

129

37.7 / 7.5
[29.7 / 9.5]
52.3 / 5.4
[49.6 / 5.7]
46.3 / 6.1
[39.8 / 7.1]
143 [166]

34.4 / 8.2
[27.4 / 10.3]
48.7 / 5.8
[45.6 / 6.2]
42.2 / 6.7
[36.7 / 7.7]
157 [180]

EnginE1, 2
Displacement
Max. output/max. revs
Max. torque/revs

cm3
hp (kw) /
rpm
Nm/
rpm

PErforManCE1
Max. speed
Acceleration
0 – 62 mph (0 – 100 km/h)

mph / km/h

12.9

fuEl ConSuMPtion1, 2
Urban
Extra-urban
Combined
CO2 emissions (combined cycle)

67.3 / 4.2
64.2 / 4.4
115

1

All figures relate to vehicles with the standard 6-speed manual gearbox. Figures in square brackets
relate to vehicles with 6-speed Automatic Gearbox Steptronic.

2

All MINI Countryman models comply with the EU5 exhaust emissions standard. Fuel consumption is
determined in accordance with the ECE driving cycle (as defined in Directive 80/1268/EEC), made up of
approximately one third urban and two thirds extra-urban driving (based on the distance covered).

CO2 emissions are measured separately from fuel consumption. Figures relate to standardspecification vehicles, and may vary significantly where optional equipment (including wider
tyres) is fitted.
3

With overboost function.



Dimensional drawings.















MINI ONE countryman. MIni one D countryman. Mini Cooper countryman.
Mini Cooper D countryman. MINI COOPER D ALL4 COUNTRYMAN.

























MINI COOPER S countryman. MINI COOPER S ALL4 COUNTRYMAN.
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All figures in millimetres.



















SENSIBLE REASONS TO CHOOSE A MINI.

SERVICING.

DON’T DREAM. DRIVE! THE BENEFITS
OF MINI FINANCIAL SERVICES.

But won’t a MINI be expensive to service you ask? Nope. We’ve made
sure of that by offering every new MINI owner their first 5 years servicing
(or 50,000 miles whichever is sooner) for a one off payment. We call this
MINI tlc. And for even more peace of mind, with MINI tlc XL you can get 3
more years or 30,000 miles of servicing, again for a one off fixed cost. For
further information including full pricing, terms and conditions please
contact your MINI Dealer.

Admittedly, dreaming about a MINI is pretty exciting. But it can’t compare
with the fun you’ll get from actually driving a MINI. The right financial package
can help make your dream a reality.

DEPRECIATION.
MINIs are famous for holding their value well. It’s one of the factors that
the car magazines take into account when looking at the ‘real’ ownership
costs of any car, so a handy thing to check while you’re researching your
next car purchase.
LOWER EMISSIONS AND LOWER FUEL CONSUMPTION.
MINIMALISM is our name for a range of engineering advances that have
resulted in a reduction of between 19 and 28% in emissions and a
substantial increase in fuel efficiency across the MINI range. For example the
MINI Cooper D Countryman achieves 64.2 mpg on the combined cycle and
emits only 115 g/km of CO2. This has a positive impact on your annual car tax.
Compare your favourite MINI model against other cars on
www.mini.co.uk/comparemini to see just how well we perform.
MINI EMERGENCY SERVICE.
MINI Emergency Service cover comes for three years as standard with every
new MINI. It’s been designed to help you out in motoring emergencies and
includes a comprehensive range of benefits, including replacement car and
MINI re-delivery.

Our comprehensive range of finance products include:
MINI SELECT.
Keep your options wide open with MINI Select (Personal Contract Purchase).
Not only could you get more MINI for your money, you could change your
MINI for another one every two to four years1. At the end of your agreement
you choose one of three options – part exchange your MINI for a new one1,
pay the necessary payments under the agreement and keep your MINI or
hand the car back to us 2.
MINI PURCHASE.
The simple, straightforward way to pay for your MINI. Simply agree a monthly
payment and deposit to suit your budget and at the end of the agreement,
provided you’ve paid all the necessary payments, your MINI is yours to keep.
MINI DRIVE.
MINI Drive (Contract Hire) is a cost effective way of motoring without the
hassle of ownership. It’s the ideal solution for businesses looking to run
their MINI in a way that cuts down on expense, time and paperwork.2
MINI Financial Services also offers a range of insurance products tailored
to you and your MINI so you can make sure you avoid unwanted and
unpleasant surprises.
What next?
Why not arrange a meeting with your local MINI Dealer? The Financial Services
specialist there has an in depth knowledge of all MINI Financial Services
Products, and are looking forward to making your MINI dream come true.
1
2

A new agreement will be subject to status.
Excess mileage charges and charges in respect of your vehicle may be payable.

Finance subject to status and available to over 18’s in the UK only (excluding the Channel Islands).
Guarantees and indemnities may be required. We can arrange finance and hiring facilities for you.
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recycling.

At every stage, from design to disassembly, recycling is central to the MINI
philosophy. For example, all the materials used in its manufacture were selected
because they can be used in a sustainable and environmentally friendly way.
And every MINI is built to be easily and economically recycled when its driving

days are finally done. We have been working on this approach since 1994
at the BMW Group Recycling and Disassembly Centre in Munich, the only
facility of its kind. Your MINI Dealer will also be pleased to advise you on the
most environmentally-friendly way to dispose of your old vehicle.

© BMW AG, Munich, Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or in part, without written
permission of BMW AG, Munich.
UK Part Number: 92.00.0.001.031
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For more information, visit www.mini.co.uk or www.mini.ie
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brochure relate to cars supplied by BMW AG for the German market. The availability
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